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CHAPTER 1 -1.1. BACKGROUND
The main motivation to this research is whether our cities in Kosova and Albania do progress toward Sustainable Urban Development, documented by their spatial planning legislation and documents, through indicators of New Urban Agenda as benchmarking document of EU and the UN.
"In the year 2050, two third of global population would be living in urban zones. Small and medium sized cities in developed countries are growing. Motivated cities are searching sustainable designs of cities"(United Nations, 2014).
Cities in Kosova and Albania do face the same trends as other cities in Europe and the world, of rapid urbanisation, ilegal construction, urban sprawl, expansion of the constructions with no criteria, eventhough might be said that spatial planning legislation and documents are in place and says different.
Cities in Kosova are magnets to population density, cause and source of urban problems. The word, term, notion of "CITY" is not included in Kosovo's spatial legislation of 2013, whereas cities are defined as only urban areas. Lack of managed and coordinated, integrated development plans that will regulate all spheres of development, while ad -hoc spread of developments are taking place.
At the Millenium Summit in September 2000, UN adopted declaration of 9 set Millenium Development Goals, where none of them was dealing with cities directly, eventhough in cities are many social negative developments, crime, hunger, poverty, unemployment, land devastation, environmental degradations, climate change etc.
As of 1st of January 2016, the 17 Sustainable Development Goals of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development is in force, with the 11th as Goal for the "Sustainable Cities". It is obvious the concern of the world for the phenomenas of cities linked with all other negative social reflections. All the Sustainable Development Goals are having in comon the same benchmarkSustainable Development.
European Union, in the same time has been issued the "Urban Agenda for the EU" -'PACT OF AMSTERDAM' , as document and approach to healthier and sustainable developed cities. Its "Ongoing Process" for achievement of strategic objectives: priorities, partnerships, operations, member states, urban authorities, working programme, governance.
The European Union -the most urbanised areas in the world. More than 70% of Europe's citizens lives in an Urban Area. By 2050 this percentage will reach 80%; All jobs/73% and 80% of people (aged 25-64) with a tertiary education are based in European cities, towns and suburbs; Urban Areas -challenges such as segregation, unemployment, and poverty are concentrated. Urban Areas play a key role in pursuing the EU 2020 objectives; Urban Authorities play a crucial role in the daily life of all EU citizens; The success of European sustainable urban development is highly important for the economic, social and territorial cohesion of the European Union and the quality of life of its citizens.
OBJECTIVES, HYPOTHESIS AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

OBJECTIVES -
Objectives to this research paper are: Evaluation of the extent of inclusion of Urban Agenda (UN and EU) in Kosova and Albania Spatial Planning legislation and spatial planning documents, on their way to Sustainable Development. Promote safe, accessible and green public spaces -(Human interaction should be facilitated by urban planning, which is why the Agenda calls for an increase in public spaces such as sidewalks, cycling lanes, gardens, squares and parks. Sustainable urban design plays a key role in ensuring the liveability and prosperity of a city).
Improve connectivity and support innovative and green initiatives -(This includes establishing partnerships with businesses and civil society to find sustainable solutions to urban challenges)
How will this be achieved? -(The New Urban Agenda will require new urban rules and regulations, improved urban planning and design, and municipal finance, among other things)
Strengthen city resilience -reduce risk and impact of disasters / Many cities -impact of natural disasters, leaders committed to implement mitigation and adaptation measures: Better urban planning, quality infrastructure and improving local responses . Address climate changereducing greenhouse gas emissions. Leaders committed to involve local government, all actors of society to take climate action taking into account the Paris Agreement on climate change.
Promote safe, accessible and green public spaces -Human interaction should be facilitated by urban planning, increase in public spaces: sidewalks, cycling lanes, gardens, squares and parks. Improve connectivity and support innovative and green initiatives -This includes establishing partnerships with businesses and civil society to find sustainable solutions to urban challenges. The New Urban Agenda will require new urban rules and regulations, improved urban planning and design, and municipal finance, among other things. 
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